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Bremmer, F., U. J. Ilg, A. Thiele, C. Distler, and K.-P. Hoff- necessary coordinate transformation between the different
mann. Eye position effects in monkey cortex. I. Visual and pursuit- frames of reference within the visual and the motor system
related activity in extrastriate areas MT and MST. J. Neurophysiol. as well as its localization within the cortical system are still
77: 944–961, 1997. We studied the effect of eye position on visual unclear. However, two lines of evidence have led to the
and pursuit-related activity in neurons in the superior temporal hypothesis that, at least in primates, this coordinate transfor-sulcus of the macaque monkey. Altogether, 109 neurons from the

mation might be prepared or even accomplished within themiddle temporal area (area MT) and the medial superior temporal
posterior parietal cortex (Andersen et al. 1990b).area (area MST) were tested for influence of eye position on their

On the one hand, lesion studies (for reviews see, e.g.,stimulus-driven response in a fixation paradigm. In this paradigm
Andersen 1987, 1989; Lynch 1980; Stein 1992) in humansthe monitored eye position signal was superimposed onto the stim-

ulus control signal while the monkey fixated at different locations as well as nonhuman primates have shown that the posterior
on a screen. This setup guaranteed that an optimized stimulus was parietal cortex plays a crucial role in the processing of visual
moved across the receptive field at the same retinal location for spatial information. Contrary to lesions within the infero-
all fixation locations. For 61% of the MT neurons and 82% of the temporal cortex, which lead to deficits in object recognition
MST neurons the stimulus-induced response was modulated by the and discrimination tasks (Aggleton and Mishkin 1990; Rolls
position of the eyes in the orbit. Directional selectivity was not 1991), impairment of the posterior parietal cortex results ininfluenced by eye position. One hundred sixty-eight neurons exhib-

deficits in spatial perception and orientation tasks (Steinited direction-specific responses during smooth tracking eye move-
1991; Zeki 1988) as well as oculomotor deficits (Braun et al.ments and were tested in a pursuit paradigm. Here the monkey had
1992; Karnath et al. 1991; Lynch 1992; Lynch and McLarento track a target that started to move in the preferred direction with
1979; McLaren and Lynch 1979). These results led Unger-constant speed from five different locations on the screen in random

order. Pursuit-related activity was modulated by eye position in leider and Mishkin (1982) to propose a functional dichot-
78% of the MT neurons as well as in 80% of the MST neurons omy within the visual system of humans and nonhuman
tested. Neuronal activity varied linearly as a function of both hori- primates. They suggested two parallel visual streams, both
zontal and vertical eye position for most of the neurons tested originating from the first visual cortical area, leading either
in both areas, i.e., two-dimensional regression planes could be ventrally into the inferotemporal cortex or dorsally into the
approximated to the responses of most of the neurons. The direc- posterior parietal cortex. It was argued that neurons withintions of the gradients of these regression planes correlated neither

the ventral stream might be involved in the processing ofwith the preferred stimulus direction tested in the fixation paradigm
object information, whereas neurons within the dorsal streamnor with the preferred tracking direction in the pursuit paradigm.
might be involved in spatial information processing (Goo-Eighty-six neurons were tested with both the fixation and the pur-
dale and Milner 1992). Single-unit recordings in monkeysuit paradigms. The directions of the gradients of the regression

planes fit to the responses in both paradigms tended to correlate visual cortex have shown that visual and saccade-related
with each other, i.e., for more than two thirds of the neurons the activity of neurons in areas V3A, V6, (Galletti and Battaglini
angular difference between both directions was less than {907. 1989; Galletti et al. 1991, 1995), LIP (lateral intraparietal
The modulatory effect of the position of the eyes in the orbit proved area), and 7A (Andersen et al. 1985, 1990b) was modulated
to balance out at the population level for neurons in areas MT and by the position of the eyes in the orbit. It was suggested
MST, tested with the fixation as well as the pursuit paradigm. (Andersen et al. 1990b, 1993; Galletti et al. 1991; MazzoniResults are discussed in light of the hypothesis of an ongoing

et al. 1991) that these eye-position-dependent neurons mightcoordinate transformation of the incoming sensory signals into a
be involved in the construction of a nonretinocentric internalnonretinocentric representation of the visual field.
map of the external world. This hypothesis was buttressed
by findings of a number of theoretical studies (Andersen and
Zipser 1988; Goodman and Andersen 1989, 1990; Pouget etI N T R O D U C T I O N
al. 1993; Zipser and Andersen 1988) that revealed that the

Visually guided movements are high-order cognitive pro- response characteristics of the recorded LIP and 7A neurons
cesses that require transformations between signals used at were similar to the response properties of hidden layer neu-
the input and the output stage. The incoming sensory signals rons of a back-propagation network trained to generate an
are organized with respect to the retina throughout the visual egocentric representation of space.
cortical system and form a retinotopic map within each area Cortical areas V3A, V6, LIP, and 7A are by anatomic
(Felleman and van Essen 1991). The outgoing commands definition part of the dorsal pathway of the visual system.
from the motor cortical system are organized in spatial or However, there are several more interconnected areas consti-
somatotopic maps, i.e., they are related to the external space tuting this dorsal stream (Andersen et al. 1990a; Boussaoud

et al. 1990; Felleman and van Essen 1991; Goodale andor single muscles and extremities. The mechanism of the
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cordings) while performing fixation or pursuit tasks for liquid re-Milner 1992; Morel and Bullier 1990) not yet tested for a
ward (apple juice) . Rewards were given for keeping the eyeslikely existing influence of the position of the eyes in the
within an electronically defined window centered on the fixationorbit on their stimulus-induced or oculomotor-related re-
or pursuit target. Behavioral paradigms, visual stimulation, andsponses. Neurons in the middle temporal area (area MT)
data acquisition were controlled by a PC (COMPAQ 386-25) thatand the medial superior temporal area (area MST) play a was run by the software package DADA (Data Aquisition and

potential role in the processing of spatial information and Data Analysis, U. J. Ilg) . At the end of training or experimental
therefore in the control of visually guided movement. Be- sessions the monkey was returned to its cage. The monkey’s weight
cause of their functional response characteristics, they are was monitored daily and supplementary fruit or water were pro-
likely to be involved in perception of the direction of heading vided if necessary.

For cell recordings tungsten-in-glass electrodes (impedance 1–from optic flow (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a,b, 1995; Lappe
2 MV at 1 kHz) were advanced with the use of a hydraulic micro-and Rauschecker 1993, 1994; Lappe et al. 1994), detection
drive (Narishige) that was mounted on the recording chamber.of object motion (Tanaka et al. 1993), control of smooth
Neuronal activity and electrode depth were noted to establish thepursuit eye movements (Komatsu and Wurtz 1988), and
relative position of landmarks such as gray and white matter andcontrol of optokinetic nystagmus (Ilg and Hoffmann 1993).
neuronal response characteristics. During recordings, areas MT andIn our study we therefore asked whether neuronal activity MST were identified by their location within the superior temporal

in motion-sensitive (dorsal pathway) areas MT and MST is sulcus (STS) as well as by their typical response and RF character-
modulated by eye position, too. istics (Celebrini and Newsome 1994).

Neurons were tested with two different paradigms: the
fixation and the pursuit paradigms. For most of the neurons

RF mapping and visual stimulationstudied, discharge indeed was modulated by eye position.
This was true for purely visual responses when the monkey When an action potential of a cell was isolated, the RF was

mapped with the use of a hand-held projector while the monkeyfixated a spot of light during movement of an optimized
fixated a central target. The target (1.07 diam, 0.4 cd/m2) wasstimulus across the receptive field (RF) as well as for the
generated by a light-emitting diode back-projected on a translucentpursuit-related responses. For most of the affected neurons
tangent screen subtending 907 1 907 at a viewing distance of 35the modulatory effect varied linearly with horizontal and
cm. Some MST neurons revealing an RF at least as large as thevertical eye position. The strength of the modulatory effect
tangent screen during central fixation were tested for the extent ofwas comparable with those described for neurons in areas the RF in the periphery while the monkey fixated different

V3A, V6, LIP, and 7A. It is suggested that the observed noncentral locations. Background illumination was switched on
modulatory effect of eye position on neuronal responses is between recordings to avoid dark adaptation. During recordings
a quite common phenomenon within the visual cortical sys- the background light was switched off. Thus the monkey, separated
tem and might be used for the generation of a representation from the experimental apparatus by thick black curtains, was in

total darkness except for the fixation target and the visual stimulusof the visual environment in a nonretinocentric frame of
in the fixation paradigm or the pursuit target in the pursuit paradigmreference.
(background luminance õ 0.0001 cd/m2) , respectively.

Quantitative testing of RF properties was performed with theM E T H O D S
use of a galvanometer-mounted slide projecting system allowingSingle-cell recordings were performed in awake, behaving mon-
display of different visual stimuli ( light bars or random dot patternskeys performing fixation and pursuit tasks. Recordings were made
of different size) . Bar size ranged from 1 to 207 ( length) and 0.5from three hemispheres of three monkeys [2 male monkeys (Ma-
to 37 (width) . Random dot patterns were of different size (107 1caca fascicularis, 6.2 kg; Macaca mulatta, 11.8 kg); 1 female
107, 207 1 207, 307 1 307, and full field completely covering themonkey (Macaca mulatta, 4.6 kg)] . All procedures were in accor-
tangent screen), consisting of uniformly distributed bright pixelsdance with published guidelines on the use of animals in research
of 27 1 27 size. Luminance of both light bars and bright pixels of(European Communities Council Directive 86/609/ECC).
the Julesz pattern was 1.0 cd/m2. Different stimuli were moved at
different velocities across the cell’s RF so as to determine theAnimal preparation
optimal speed and preferred direction of the optimal visual stimulus

All monkeys were surgically prepared for chronic neurophysio- (oriented light bar or random dot pattern) . Directional selectivity
logical recordings. Monkeys were pretreated with atropine and of many neurons was assessed by moving a random dot pattern
sedated with ketamine hydrochloride. Under general anesthesia along a circular pathway (continuous mapping of directional selec-
[pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal) , 10 mg/kg iv] and sterile surgi- tivity) (see, e.g., Hoffmann and Distler 1989; Schoppmann and
cal conditions each animal was implanted with a device for holding Hoffmann 1976). In this paradigm the speed of the stimulus (ran-
the head. Two scleral search coils were implanted to monitor eye dom dot pattern) is kept constant throughout a stimulus trial (cy-
position according to the method published by Judge et al. (1980) cle) , but stimulus direction is changed continuously (0–3607)
and were connected to a plug on top of the skull. A recording within a complete stimulus cycle. Thus each pattern element moves
chamber (plus a 2nd chamber in the 3rd, female monkey) for with the same speed (typically 15.7 or 31.47 /s) around its own
introducing a guide tube with an electrode through the intact dura center of motion (radius typically 5 or 107) . This kind of stimula-
was implanted over a craniotomy. The chamber was placed over tion is very different from typical clockwise or counterclockwise
occipital cortex in a parasagittal stereotaxic plane tilted 607 back rotation stimuli often used in optic flow experiments, where stimu-
from the vertical. Recording chamber, eye coil plug, and head lus elements have only one common center of rotation and increase
holder were all embedded in dental acrylic that itself was connected in speed with increasing eccentricity. The continuous mapping of
to the skull by self-tapping screws. Analgesics were applied postop- directional selectivity has two experimental advantages. First, the
eratively and recording started no sooner than 1 wk after surgery. full two-dimensional stimulus space can be covered during a single

trial without the need to test a critical number of unidirectional
Behavioral paradigm and recordings pattern movements. It has been shown before that the directional

tuning obtained with the use of the continuous mapping procedureDuring training and recording sessions the monkey was re-
strained in a primate chair (with the head fixed only during re- does not differ from the tuning obtained by unidirectional pattern
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movements (e.g., Hoffmann and Distler 1989; Schoppmann and electronically defined window had a size of {2.57 that enforced
the monkeys to perform accurate tracking eye movements.Hoffmann 1976). Second, the neuronal response can mathemati-

cally be treated as a continuous periodic function and thus exam- For analyzing neuronal activity in the pursuit paradigm, individual
trials were aligned to the onset of the initial saccade preceding theined by means of SDO analysis. This mathematical tool, based

on Fourier theory (Bettges 1992; Wörgötter and Eysel 1987), is smooth pursuit phase. Trials typically were divided into two character-
istic epochs. Epoch 1 was defined as the time window beginning withdedicated for computing directional selectivity. In this mathemati-

cal approach, the neuronal response [peristimulus time histogram trial onset (fixation light on) until 100 ms before the initial saccade.
Activity during this epoch was taken into account as background(PSTH)] is approximated by the Fourier retransform
activity. Epoch 2 was defined as beginning 100 ms after saccade onset

R( t) Å a0 / (a1 cos t / b1 sin t) / (a2 cos 2t / b2 sin 2t) until the end of pursuit target movement. Epoch 2 normally lasted
for Ç1,000 ms. Neuronal discharge rates were computed both as rawThis sum contains terms with order (periodicity) 0, 1, and 2. By activity (epoch 2) and as relative activity defined as raw activitydefinition, direction of stimulus motion has a periodicity of 1 (epoch 2) minus background activity (epoch 1).(3607) , whereas orientation is repeated every 1807 (periodicity 2).

Accordingly, direction (D) is regarded as first-order component
and orientation (O) as second-order component of the Fourier Histology and reconstruction
retransform R( t) of the neuronal response, whereas mean stimulus-

In the last days of recording, electrolytic microlesions (10 mAinduced activity (S) averaged across one full stimulus cycle is
for 10 s) and dye injections were made. After recording was com-regarded as the zero-order component. The preferred stimulus di-
pleted, the monkey was given an overdose of sodium pentobarbitalrection (DStimPD) is mathematically given by
and, after respiratory block and cessation of all reflexes, trans-
cardially perfused. Sections were made at 50-mm thickness andSStimPD Å arctan (b1 /a1)
stained alternately with cresyl violet for cytoarchitecture, and with
the Gallyas method for myeloarchitecture. Electrode tracks were

Fixation paradigm identified on the basis of the relative location of the penetration to
the entire recorded area, the spatial relationship to other tracksTo test for the eye position effect, fixation targets were presented and marking lesions or injections, and the depth profile during ain random order at nine different locations on the screen. While penetration. Approximate location of each recording site on thethe monkey fixated the target an optimized stimulus was moved track was determined on the basis of the distance from the above(wholesale motion) across the RF. During fixation, the monitored specified landmarks as well as the appearance and disappearanceeye position signal was superimposed onto the signal driving the of gray matter. Camera lucida drawings of the relevant sections asstimulus so as to guarantee stimulation of always the same part of well as two-dimensional maps of the recorded hemisphere werethe retina (retinal clamp). The recorded eye position signal was made as a standard procedure (Ungerleider and Desimone 1986;linked directly to the stimulus control system without any digitizing van Essen and Maunsell 1980).or computational steps in between. Thus the superposition of both

signals occurred without temporal delay and spatial threshold. The
stimulus control system itself was damped at fÅ 50 Hz, preventing Statistics
fading of the visual stimulus (Collewijn and Tamminga 1986).

Differences in neuronal activity resulting from different fixationAn eventually occurring small correctional eye movement within
locations in the fixation paradigm or from different starting posi-the fixation window was thus compensated for in õ5 ms. Fixation
tions in the pursuit paradigm were tested for statistical significancelocations were the center of the screen ([X ,Y ]Å [07,07]) plus eight
with a distribution free analysis of variance. The effects of hori-concentrically located points usually 157 ([X ,Y ] Å [{157,07] ,
zontal and vertical eye position on neuronal discharge were as-[07,{157] , [{10.67,{10.67]) away from the center.
sumed to be independent and noninteracting. Two-dimensional lin-Neurons were tested with an optimized stimulus moving into
ear regression analysis ( least-square estimates) was applied to thepreferred and nonpreferred direction. If not noted otherwise, the
mean stimulus-driven activity in the fixation paradigm and bothmean response for the entire stimulus movement into the neuron’s
kinds of responses, raw as well as relative activity, in the pursuitpreferred direction was used as a measure of neuronal respon-
paradigm. R 2 values and the F ratio were computed for validatingsiveness at a specific fixation location.
the planar model as fit to the observed data.

Pursuit paradigm
R E S U L T S

Cells were also tested for pursuit-related activity. In a first step, Recordings were made from three hemispheres of threethis was done with the step ramp paradigm (Rashbass 1961). In
macaque monkeys. A total of 404 neurons was recorded:this paradigm, after an initial phase of fixation (1,000 ms) the
354 neurons from area MST and 50 neurons from area MT.central fixation light was extinguished, the pursuit target was
Figure 1 shows two-dimensional map reconstructions (Un-switched on in the periphery and moved centripetally with a speed
gerleider and Desimone 1986; van Essen and Maunsellof 157 /s. Starting points for pursuit were 157 away from the

center and located on both the horizontal and vertical meridians 1980) of the recording sites in the two male monkeys. Re-
([X ,Y ] Å [{157,07] , [07,{157]) . The result of this testing deter- sponse characteristics as well as recording depths in individ-
mined approximately the preferred direction of pursuit of each ual electrode tracks had given evidence for expecting most
individual neuron. MST recording sites of monkeys I and II to be located adja-

To test for an eye position effect on the pursuit-related response, cent to the ventral border of area MT and reaching through-
the pursuit paradigm was employed. In this task the monkey, after out the fundus into the anterior bank of the STS, whichfixating a central spot of light for 1,000 ms, had to pursue a target

was confirmed by our histological reconstructions. The vastthat started moving in random order from one of five different
majority of neurons in both areas responded selectively tolocations, always with the same speed into the preferred direction.
the direction of a moving stimulus. Most area MT neuronsStarting locations for pursuit were 157 apart from the center and
responded preferably to moving light bars. Area MST neu-the center itself ([X ,Y ] Å [{10.67,{10.67] , [07,07]) . Target

movement lasted for 1,200 ms. As in the fixation paradigm, the rons sometimes responded better to motion of random dot
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FIG. 1. Cortical regions in the male Macaca mulatta (A and B) and the Macaca fascicularis (C and D) from which most
of the data in this study were recorded. A and C : representative sections through the recorded area in the right superior
temporal sulcus stained for myelin. Arrows: areal boarders. B and D : 2-dimensional maps of the right superior temporal
sulcus. Thick continuous line: lip. Thick dashed line: fundus of the sulcus. Thin dashed outlines: borders of the middle
temporal area (area MT) and the densely myelinated zone (DMZ) of the medial superior temporal area (area MST),
respectively. Dotted areas: cortical regions where the electrophysiological recordings were performed. Thin line: layer IV
line of the section shown in A and C, respectively. Scale bar: 2 mm.

patterns compared with light bars. On average, neurons in also METHODS). Preferred stimulus speeds ranged from
57 /s to ú1007 /s for neurons from both areas.area MST had much larger RFs compared with area MT

neurons, often extending into the ipsilateral visual hemifield.
Fixation paradigmSome MST neurons proved to have RF sizes in the range

of the tangent screen, i.e., from 207 in the ipsilateral hemi- NEURON LEVEL. Overall, 109 neurons were tested in the
fixation paradigm: 28 neurons from area MT and 81 fromfield to 507 in the contralateral hemifield or even larger (see
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FIG. 2. Scheme of the fixation para-
digm with visual stimulation. In consecu-
tive trials (n, n/1) the fixation point (FP)
was positioned in random order at 1 of 9
different locations on the tangent screen in
front of the monkey. Clamping the stimulus
to eye position allowed movement of a
stimulus always across the neuron’s re-
ceptive field (RF), indicated by the dotted
line.

FIG. 3. Activity of an MST neuron during visual stimulation tested in the fixation paradigm. In this task the monkey had
to fixate a target during visual stimulation. The RF of this neuron was extremely large (1007 1 1007) with its geometric
center near the fovea. The stimulus pattern (random dot pattern with a size of 307 1 307) was moved horizontally across
the central part of the RF at a velocity of 407 /s with an amplitude of {157. Each peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) depicts
the neuronal response to movement of an optimized stimulus in the neuron’s preferred direction (1st half of each PSTH)
and nonpreferred direction (2nd half of each PSTH). Abscissa: stimulus duration. Ordinate: neuron’s response strength. Each
PSTH is located with respect to the fixation point on the screen during recording, e.g., the top left PSTH represents the
stimulus response for the trials where the monkey had to fixate in the upper left, etc. Stimulus responses were best (P õ
0.0001) for fixation locations to the right of the vertical meridian.
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on the screen. During each trial, an optimized visual stimulus
was moved across the neuron’s RF (indicated by the dotted
line) in its preferred and nonpreferred direction. The moni-
tored eye position signal was superimposed onto the stimulus
driving signal, which allowed stimulation of always the same
retinal location. An example for the influence of the position
of the eyes in the orbit on the stimulus-driven response of an
MST neuron is shown in Fig. 3. PSTHs shown are arranged
according to the fixation location on the screen. Thus in each
PSTH the neuron’s response to stimulus movement of an
optimized stimulus in the preferred direction (1st half) and

FIG . 4. Quantification of the eye position effect on the stimulus-
driven activity. A : histogram depicts mean discharges plus SDs during
fixation at the 9 different locations (C, center ; L, left; LU, left and up;
U, up; RU, right and up; R, right; RD, right and down; D, down; LD,
left and down) . B : 2-dimensional linear regression plane was approxi-
mated to the stimulus-induced responses. The X -Y base of the cube
depicts the central {207 1 {207 of the screen where the monkey had
to fixate. Base point of each drop line: fixation location. Height of each
line: mean neuronal discharge during fixation at this location for move-
ment of an optimized stimulus in the neuron’s preferred direction. The
regression plane could be fit highly significantly (P õ 0.0001) to the
observed data.

area MST. For 61% (17 of 28) of the MT neurons as well
as 82% (66 of 81) of the MST neurons, the stimulus-induced FIG. 5. Activity of an MST neuron in the fixation paradigm without

visual stimulation. In this task the monkey had to fixate a spot of light inactivity was modulated significantly (Põ 0.05) by the posi-
an otherwise dark room without additional visual stimulation. Even in dark-tion of the eyes in the orbit.
ness, ongoing neuronal discharges were modulated by eye position: activityA graphic illustration of the fixation paradigm is shown was highest for fixation locations to the right of the vertical meridian. A :

in Fig. 2. In consecutive trials, the fixation point (FP) was data depicted as in Fig. 4. B : 2-dimensional regression plane provided a
significant (P õ 0.002) approximation to the neuronal discharges.located in random order at one of nine different locations
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FIG. 6. Continuous mapping of direc-
tional selectivity in the fixation paradigm.
During fixation at different locations, the
monitored eye position signal was superim-
posed onto the stimulus signal. A random
dot pattern (307 1 307) was moved in a 2-
dimensional plane along a circular pathway
in each trial. Responses are plotted in the
stimulus plane. The origin location of each
polar plot represents the fixation location
on the screen. Although response strength
is varied by eye position (strongest re-
sponses for fixation on the right) , preferred
direction (represented by a solid line point-
ing away from the center of each polar plot)
keeps nearly constant, pointing to the left
during fixation at all different locations. In
each polar plot the radius of the outer circle
corresponds to a cell discharge of 200
spikes/s.

nonpreferred direction (2nd half) during fixation at that par- screen, one would expect the strongest response for all neu-
rons to be in the center. However, we observed the bestticular location is shown, e.g., the PSTH at top left represents

the stimulus responses for trials where the monkey had to response for 64 of the 66 (97%) of eye-position-sensitive
neurons at eccentric fixation locations, i.e., only 2 neuronsfixate in the upper left. For this individual MST neuron,

responses were best when the animal fixated locations right (3%) revealed a response maximum during central fixation.
This value is clearly below chance level (11%) and thereforeof the vertical meridian (P õ 0.0001; rightmost PSTH col-

umn). Variation of vertical eye position led to an increase rules out any eventually occurring variations in stimulus
contrast as origin of the changes in neuronal responsiveness.in activity for downward-directed fixations. If there was any

influence of small changes in stimulus contrast across the To quantify the modulatory effect of eye position on
the stimulus-induced response, we employed a two-di-
mensional linear regression analysis. The result of thisTABLE 1. Preferred stimulus directions at different eye
computation is shown in Fig. 4. The histogram (Fig. 4 A )positions
depicts mean responses plus SDs for stimulus movement
into the preferred direction during fixation at differentEye Position PD, deg F, deg
locations. The X -Y base of the cube (Fig. 4B ) represents

0,0 (Center) 189.3 — the central {207 1 {207 of the tangent screen where the
15,0 188.5 0.8

monkey had to fixate. The base point of each drop line015,0 210.0 020.7
assigns the fixation location on the screen. The height0,15 207.8 018.5

0,015 171.1 18.2 of each drop line depicts the mean preferred-direction-
10,6,10.6 196.5 07.2 stimulus-driven activity during fixation at this location.
010.6,10.6 218.7 029.4 Mean responses were strongest for fixations to the right010.6,010.6 194.3 05.0

and smallest for fixations to the left of the vertical merid-10.6,010.6 189.7 00.4
ian. A two-dimensional linear regression function, repre-

First column assigns the 9 different eye positions. Second column: values sented by the shaded plane, could be fit significantly
for the computed preferred direction for each eye position. Third column: (P õ 0.0001) to the stimulus-induced responses.angular difference between the preferred stimulus directions during fixation

The neuron was further tested during fixation without pre-at the center and each eccentric eye position. PD, preferred direction. F,
angular difference. senting any other visual stimulus, i.e., the screen the animal
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FIG. 7. Constancy of directional selectivity tested for
area MST. Each line depicts the difference between the
preferred stimulus direction during fixation straight ahead
and during eccentric fixation. For details of this computation
see RESULTS. Cardinal directional selectivity proved to be
unaffected by the variation of gaze direction.

FIG. 8. Difference between preferred stimulus direction and the direction of the gradient of the linear regression plane. For details
of computation see text. Angular differences are represented in histograms (A and C) and as circular scatter plots (B and D).
Statistical analysis did not reveal any significant correlation between both directions (x2 test), either for area MT or area MST.
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looked at was totally dark except for the fixation target (lumi- and the eight preferred directions obtained during eccentric
fixation ([X,Y] Å [{10.67,{10.67], [{15.07,0.07],nance õ 0.0001 cd/m2). As can be seen in Fig. 5, the activity

of this individual neuron was influenced even by the position [0.07,{15.07]) as PDEcc ( i) . PDCenter was defined as the refer-
ence value. For each individual neuron we then computedof the eyes in the orbit per se. Activity was highest (P õ

0.0001) for fixation locations right of the vertical meridian, the eight angular differences between PDCenter and PDEcc ( i)
aswhich corresponds to the result observed for visual stimulation

during fixation. A regression plane provided a significant ap-
F( i) Å PDCenter 0 PDEcc ( i)proximation (P õ 0.001) to the neuronal discharges.

In a final step, this neuron was tested for a variation of The numerical values of angular differences for the exam-
its preferred stimulus direction with varying eye position. ple shown before (Fig. 6) are given in Table 1. A graphic
During each trial, the stimulus pattern was moved along a representation of the outcome of this computation for the
circular path across the RF. The result of this directional ensemble of neurons (n Å 20) tested is shown in Fig. 7.
tuning test is shown in Fig. 6. Each polar plot represents the The angle of a single line represents one angular difference
neuronal response for stimulation during fixation at a specific F( i) of a single neuron. The mean difference for all neurons
location. The polar plot at bottom right thus depicts the tested was 02.7 { 24.97 (mean { SD). This result indicates
stimulus response for moving the pattern along the circular that for the population of neurons the directional tuning is
pathway during fixation in the lower right ([X ,Y ] Å not influenced by eye position.
[10.67,010.67]) . The overall response strength varied with In the above example the neuron’s preferred stimulus di-
the fixation location. However, the response peak remained rection was opposite to the direction of the gradient of the
invariable, pointing approximately to the left within each approximated response plane, i.e., the direction of the
individual response plot, i.e., the directional selectivity of steepest slope of the plane. Stimulus response was best for
the neuron was unaffected by varying eye position. The more rightward fixations, whereas the preferred stimulus di-
neuron’s preferred direction (computed by means of the rection was to the left. We wanted to test whether there
SDO analysis) for each eye position is depicted graphically exists a general relationship between these two response
by a single solid line in each polar plot. parameters.

Preferred stimulus directions DStimPD were uniformly dis-SYSTEM LEVEL. Overall, 20 MST neurons from the second
tributed in both area MT (x 2 test: P ú 0.5) and area MSTmonkey were tested systematically for an influence of the
(x 2 test: Pú 0.8) , respectively. The direction of the gradientposition of the eyes in the orbit on their preferred stimulus
DGradFix of an individual regression plane was computed asdirection. As in the example for the single neuron shown

before, for each individual neuron the preferred directions DGradFix Å arctan (b /a)
for stimulation during fixation at different locations were
computed. We defined the preferred stimulus direction for where a and b represent the horizontal and vertical slopes

of the plane, respectively. We computed for each individualfixation at the screen center ([X ,Y ] Å [07,07]) as PDCenter

FIG. 9. Distribution of the gradients of the regression planes for areas MT and MST. Middle : gradient of an individual
linear regression plane, treated as a 2-dimensional vector, is represented by a single data point. Statistical analysis proved
the directions of the gradients for both areas to be uniformly distributed. A normal distribution (represented by a dotted line
within each histogram plot) turned out to be the best fit to the values of the horizontal and vertical slopes for both area MT
and MST, respectively.
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FIG. 10. Population response for neurons from areas MT and MST tested in the fixation paradigm. Histograms: mean
stimulus-driven responses plus SDs during fixation at different locations for areas MT (A) and MST (C) . Discharges during
fixation at different locations were not significantly different, implying the modulatory effect of eye position to be evenly
distributed at the population level. The population response planes (B and D) were obtained by averaging all linear regression
planes.

neuron ( i) the angular difference Y ( i) between its preferred of the gradients of the approximated regression planes for
both area MT and MST, respectively, are shown in Fig. 9.stimulus direction DStimPD( i) and the direction of the regres-

sion plane gradient DGradFix ( i) as In the two-dimensional illustrations in the middle, each data
point represents the gradient of one individual regressionY ( i) Å DStimPD( i) 0 DGradFix ( i)
plane. Statistical analysis for both populations did reveal that

As can be seen in Fig. 8 for areas MT and MST, both the distribution of the directions of the gradients did not
directions did not tend to correlate. In Fig. 8, B (area deviate significantly from a uniform distribution (P ú 0.15
MT) and D ( area MST) , the angle of each line represents for area MT and P ú 0.2 for area MST). The histograms
the angular difference Y ( i ) for an individual neuron ( i ) . above and to the right of the illustrations in the middle repre-
Frequency histograms of the distribution of the absolute sent the distribution of the one-dimensional horizontal ( top)
values of the angular differences are shown in Fig. 8, A and vertical (right) slopes of the regression planes. A normal
( area MT) and C ( area MST) . The qualitative estimation distribution, which is represented by a dotted curve within
that both directions were not correlated with each other each histogram plot, appeared to be the best approximation
could be proved to be statistically significant (x 2 test: for these distributions.
P ú 0.3 for area MT and P ú 0.4 for area MST) . To test for a resulting net effect of the position of the

Two-dimensional regression planes were approximated to eyes in the orbit on the activity of a whole ensemble of
the discharges of the neurons for the nine eye positions. For neurons within both areas, we computed the mean stimulus-
53.5% (15 of 28) of the MT neurons and 60.5% (49 of induced response for the population of all neurons tested.
81) of the MST neurons the correlation coefficient R of the This response was obtained by computing the mean of all
respective regression plane wasú0.795, therefore validating linear regression planes fit to the single-cell data in area MT

and area MST. The result is shown in Fig. 10. For both areasthe planar model at a value of P õ 0.05. The distributions
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FIG. 11. Pursuit-related responses of an
MST neuron tested in the step ramp para-
digm. In each PSTH neuronal discharge is
shown from 500 ms after the beginning of
each trial until the end of the smooth pur-
suit phase. Each PSTH is located with re-
spect to the movement direction of the tar-
get. This individual neuron revealed a con-
tinuously increasing activity for pursuit to
the right as well as a continuous decrease
for pursuit to the left.

the mean response plane turned out to be essentially flat, tested in the step ramp paradigm. The PSTHs are arranged
indicating that the modulatory effect of eye position that with respect to the movement direction of the target: the
could be observed at the single-cell level was balanced out bottom PSTH represents the neuronal activity for the trials
at the population level. Statistical analysis revealed that the where the target stepped upward and then moved downward,
mean discharge values at the different fixation locations did etc. Examination of the neuronal responses revealed that this
not differ significantly from each other (analysis of variance: individual neuron preferred pursuit movement to the right.
P ú 0.999 for area MT and P ú 0.7 for area MST). The result of testing this neuron in the pursuit paradigm,

where the target always moved to the right starting from
different locations, is shown in Fig. 12. Each PSTH is locatedPursuit paradigm
with respect to the starting location of pursuit. In each PSTH
neuronal responses are aligned to the onset of the saccade,NEURON LEVEL. A total of 354 neurons was tested for an
which precedes the smooth pursuit phase. For this neuron,increased discharge during smooth tracking eye movements:
pursuit responses were best for starting locations to the right40 neurons from area MT and 314 from area MST. Fourteen
of the vertical meridian and weakest for starting locations(35%) of the MT neurons as well as 154 (48%) of the MST
to the left of the vertical meridian (Põ 0.0001). Variation ofneurons exhibited a direction-specific response when studied
vertical eye position had no significant effect on the neuronalin the step ramp paradigm. For 78% (11 of 14) of the MT
activity. Two-dimensional linear regression analysis againneurons as well as 80% (124 of 154) of the MST neurons,
was used to quantify the observed effect. The result of thisan influence of eye position on the activity during pursuit
computation is shown in Fig. 13. The histogram (Fig. 13A)could be observed.

Figure 11 shows the activity of an MST neuron when depicts the mean discharges plus SDs for pursuit starting
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FIG. 12. Neuronal discharges during the pursuit paradigm. The target started in random order from 1 of 5 different
locations and then always moved to the right. Neuronal discharges are aligned to the onset of the catch-up saccade, which
precedes each smooth pursuit. Saccade onset is given by the vertical dashed line within each PSTH. For this individual
neuron pursuit-related responses were best for starting locations to the right of the vertical meridian (rightmost PSTHs).

from the different locations. The X -Y base of the cube (Fig. respectively. For each individual neuron ( i) the angular dif-
ference D( i) between the preferred pursuit direction13B) depicts the central {207 1 {207 of the screen where

the monkey had to pursue the target. The base point of each DPursPD( i) and the direction of the approximated regression
plane DGradPurs ( i) was computed asdrop line represents the starting point of pursuit and the

height of each line indicates the mean neuronal activity (raw
D( i) Å DPursPD( i) 0 DGradPurs ( i)activity) for pursuit starting from this location. A two-di-

mensional linear regression plane could be approximated
In the circular scatter plot of Fig. 14A, each single linesignificantly (P õ 0.005) to the data.

represents the angular difference D( i) for an individual MST
SYSTEM LEVEL. In the example given above, the neuron’s neuron. The very same data were classified in a histogram
preferred pursuit direction DPursPD did correlate with the di- of absolute values of angular differences (Fig. 14B) . Quanti-
rection of the gradient DGradPurs of the regression plane ap- tative analysis for both areas (MT and MST) did not reveal
proximated to the data obtained in the pursuit paradigm. To any correlation between both directions (x 2 test: P ú 0.8
test whether this finding holds true as a general response for areas MT and MST).
characteristic for area MT and MST neurons, we computed Overall, 86 neurons were tested in both the pursuit and
the distribution of the difference of both directions. the fixation paradigm, respectively: 8 neurons from area MT

Preferred pursuit directions DPursPD were uniformly distrib- and 78 neurons from area MST. To quantify any possible
uted in both area MT (x 2 test: P ú 0.4) and area MST (x 2

correlation between the modulatory effects acting on the
test: P ú 0.7) . The direction of the gradient DGradPurs of a neurons in both paradigms, we compared the directions of
regression plane was computed as the response plane gradients observed in the fixation para-

digm (DGradFix ) and the pursuit paradigm (DGradPurs ) . BothDGradPurs Å arctan (b /a)
directions tended to be correlated significantly for area MST
(x 2 test: Põ 0.05). For an individual neuron ( i) the angularwith a and b the horizontal and vertical slopes of the plane,
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We also tested for an eventually existing relationship be-
tween RF characteristics and the influence of eye position.
Therefore we computed for both RF size and RF eccentricity,
respectively, a correlation with the slope of the eye position
regression planes. The slope S( i) of an individual regression
plane was computed as

S( i) Å sqrt(a2 / b2)

with a and b the slopes in horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. If a neuron was tested in both paradigms, the
regression plane with the steeper slope was chosen for com-
putation. As Fig. 16 shows, the slope of the regression planes
was clearly not correlated either with RF size or with RF
eccentricity, either in area MT or in area MST.

We tested also for a correlation between the direction of
the gradient of the regression plane DGrad (either DGradFix

or DGradPurs , as defined above) and the direction of the RF
eccentricity DRF-Ecc . For an individual neuron ( i) the latter
was defined as the direction of the line between the fixation
point ([X ,Y ] Å [07,07]) and the geometric center of the RF
([X ,Y ] Å [X ( i) ,Y ( i)])

DRF-Ecc Å arctan [Y ( i) /X ( i)]

All MT and MST neurons were recorded from right hemi-

FIG. 13. Quantification of the eye position effect. A : histogram depicts
mean discharges plus SDs for the different starting locations of the pursuit
target. B : approximation of a 2-dimensional linear regression plane to the
pursuit-related responses. The X -Y base represents the central {207 1 {207
of the screen. Base point of each drop line: starting location of pursuit.
Height of each line: mean raw activity as defined in METHODS. A linear
regression plane could be fit significantly (P õ 0.005).

difference õ( i) between DGradPurs ( i) and DGradFix ( i) was com-
puted as

oI ( i) Å DGradPurs ( i) 0 DGradFix ( i)

For 37% (3 of 8) of the MT neurons as well as 33% (26
of 78) of the MST neurons the angular difference was less
than {307. Furthermore, for 75% of the MT neurons (6 of
8) and 70% (55 of 78) of the MST neurons both gradient

FIG. 14. Correlation of the preferred direction of pursuit and the direc-directions pointed at least into the same hemifield. Figure
tion of the gradient of the regression plane in area MST. For details of15 shows a circular scatter plot (Fig. 15A) of the angular computation see text. Angular differences are shown as a circular scatter

differences õ( i) as well as a histogram of this distribution plot (A) and as a histogram (B) . Statistical analysis did not reveal any
correlation between both directions.(Fig. 15B) for area MST.
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be the best approximation for the distributions of the slopes
along the horizontal and vertical axis when compared with
other statistical distributions.

Computing the mean response of the whole ensemble of
neurons recorded led to a similar result as for the fixation
paradigm. Mean relative activities (raw activity minus back-
ground activity) for the different starting positions were not
significantly different from each other (analysis of variance:
P ú 0.5 for area MT and Pú 0.6 for area MST), indicating
nearly no effect of the position of the eyes in the orbit on
the pursuit-related response at the population level. Figure
18A shows a histogram indicating the mean relative activity
plus SDs in area MST for the different starting locations.
Figure 18B shows the mean discharge plane for the relative
discharges in area MST, obtained from averaging the ap-
proximated regression planes.

D I S C U S S I O N

The goal of this study was to investigate whether a modu-
latory effect of eye position on the mean neuronal discharge
during fixation, visual stimulation, or smooth pursuit can be
shown already for neurons as early as in areas MT and MST
in the STS of primates.

Fixation paradigm

For the majority of neurons tested in areas MT and MST
the strength of stimulus-driven activity was affected by eye
position. Preferred directions, however, proved to be unaf-
fected by the position of the eyes in the orbit. This finding
is in accordance with results for parietal areas LIP and 7A
from Andersen et al. (1990b), who could show that the
direction tuning of light-sensitive, memory, and saccade dis-FIG. 15. Correlation of the directions of the gradient of the regression

planes fit to the responses of MST neurons tested in the fixation and the charges of neurons from these areas was unaffected whereas
pursuit paradigm. In the circular scatter plot (A) , each line represents the the magnitude of the response was modulated by eye posi-
angular difference between both gradient directions for a single neuron. tion.The histogram (B) depicts the distribution of the absolute values of the

The neuron’s preferred stimulus directions and the direc-angular differences. For details of computation see text. For 70% of the
investigated MST neurons the angular difference between both gradients tion of the gradient of the regression plane did not correlate
directions was less than {907. with each other, indicating that these two response character-

istics are used by the system in an independent manner. To
localize a point in space one could have imagined a veryspheres. Thus all DRF-Ecc values ranged from 907 to 2707.
simple stimulus–eye position encoding scheme where, e.g.,Neurons with zero eccentricity had to be excluded from this
the discharge for a rightward stimulus movement is increasedanalysis. As can also be seen in Fig. 16, DGrad was not corre-
for most rightward and decreased for most leftward eye posi-lated with DRF-Ecc , either for area MT or for area MST. The
tions. However, such an orderly covariation between pre-correlation coefficients of the computed linear regressions
ferred stimulus direction and direction of the gradient of the(least-square method) in Fig. 16, A–F, were all smaller than
regression plane could not be found for the tested neurons.r 2 Å 0.015.

Furthermore, the influence of the position of the eyes inA total of 168 neurons was tested in the pursuit paradigm: the orbit proved to be independent from RF characteristics14 MT neurons as well as 154 MST neurons. A regression like size and eccentricity.
plane was fit to the response of each individual neuron. This
approximation was significant at P õ 0.05 for 57% (8 of

Pursuit paradigm14) of the MT neurons and 43.5% (67 of 154) of the MST
neurons. For another 7.8% (12 of 154) of the MST neurons For Ç80% of the neurons studied in both areas MT and
the approximation was nearly significant at P õ 0.1. The MST, activity during pursuit was modulated by eye position.
distribution of the slopes of these planes for area MST is In addition, modulatory effects turned out to be planar for
shown in Fig. 17. Each data point in the central two-dimen- most of the neurons, i.e., sampled neuronal discharges as a
sional graph depicts the gradient of one individual plane. function of horizontal and vertical eye position could be
Statistical analysis (x 2 test) did not reveal any deviation of approximated by a two-dimensional linear regression func-
the distribution of the direction of gradients from a uniform tion. The proportion of affected STS neurons tested in the
distribution (Pú 0.2) . Gaussian distributions as represented pursuit paradigm nearly coincides with the amount of af-

fected neurons in areas LIP and 7A tested in a saccade taskby the dotted lines within each histogram plot appeared to
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FIG. 16. Relationship between the eye position ef-
fect and RF size and RF location. A–C : results for
area MT. D–F : results for area MST. RF size is defined
as square root of the RF area. RF eccentricity is the
distance of the geometric center of the RF from the
fixation point, located usually at the screen center.
Many MST neurons had RFs as large as the tangent
screen (907 1 907) , causing the accumulation of data
points at RF size 90 and eccentricity zero. Some very
large MST RFs were mapped while the monkey fixated
different locations on the screen. Some of these neurons
proved to have RF sizes even larger than 907 1 907.
For computation of the direction of RF eccentricity and
the direction of the gradient of the regression planes
see text. The linear regression lines within each graph
were derived employing the method of least squares.
The eye position effect was clearly not correlated with
RF size or RF eccentricity, either in area MT or in area
MST.

(Andersen et al. 1990b). Also, the planar behavior of the from Goodman and Andersen (1989) for oculomotor (sac-
cade)-related responses of eye-position-affected neuronsinfluence of the position of the eyes in the orbit on the

pursuit-related response resembles the characteristics found (LIP). This model predicts a colinearity of the preferred
saccade direction of the modeled neurons with the directionfor saccade-related and light-sensitive discharge in areas LIP

and 7A, where 80% of the tested neurons had a so-called of the steepest increase of their gain fields. On the other
hand, our finding of a missing correlation between both di-‘‘planar’’ or at least a ‘‘planar component’’ gain field (see

also the accompanying paper for the influence of eye position rections is in accordance with findings of Hepp et al. (1993)
and van Opstal et al. (1995) for saccade-related activity inon the activity during fixation in darkness and during smooth

pursuit in areas LIP and 7A). monkey superior colliculus. These authors could show in
their studies that the modulatory influence of the position of
the eyes in the orbit was not significantly related with theModulatory effect of eye position in different experimental
ON direction of saccades.paradigms

The same STS neurons tested in the pursuit paradigm
often also showed a modulation of their activity when testedThe preferred directions of pursuit and the directions of
in the fixation paradigm. Eighty-six neurons were tested inthe gradients of the regression planes were not correlated
both paradigms. For Ç70% of them (75% in area MT andwith each other. This coincides with our findings for re-
70% in area MST) the directions of best responses (gradientssponse characteristics of neurons tested in the fixation para-

digm. This finding does not confirm the prediction of a model of the regression planes) were directed into the same hemi-
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field, i.e., their response functions did more or less coincide.
This is in accordance with findings from Andersen and col-
leagues from their study on memory, saccade-related, and
light-sensitive responses in areas LIP and 7A (Andersen et
al. 1990b). In that study, a colinearity was found (of about
the same proportion of coincidence as in our study) of the
gain fields for the neurons tested in different experimental
paradigms. The authors hypothesized that the same cellular
mechanisms might influence the activity of the neurons in
different behavioral circumstances (see also the accompa-
nying paper for our findings in areas LIP and 7A, which
support the findings of Andersen and colleagues) .

Eye position effects at the system level

The eye position effects were fairly uniformly distributed.
This was true for both areas MT and MST and for both
experimental tasks, the fixation and the pursuit paradigm.
Statistical analysis revealed no significant preference for any
direction of the modulatory influence of eye position on the
neuronal discharge. The values of the slopes of the regression
planes along each single axis (horizontal or vertical) were
normally distributed. This observation is not in accordance
with findings of Galletti and Battaglini (1989), who reported
a slight tendency for area V3A neurons to respond better
on average for more contralateral fixation locations, i.e., an
anisotropy in the distribution of the gradients of the regres-
sion planes toward the contralateral hemifield. However, it
corresponds to results from studies of Andersen et al.
(1990b) on parietal areas LIP and 7A and Galletti et al.
(1995) on parietooccipital area (PO). Both studies reported
a uniform distribution of either the direction of gain field
gradients approximated to saccade-related activity (areas

FIG. 18. Population response for neurons from area MST tested in the
pursuit paradigm. Histogram (A) depicts the mean pursuit-related dis-
charges (relative activity) plus SDs for the different starting locations of
the pursuit target. Indication for the different starting location as in Fig.
13. The discharges for the different starting location were not significantly
different, indicating that the modulatory effect of eye position is evenly
distributed at the population level. The mean population response plane (B)
was obtained by averaging all linear regression planes. The resulting re-
sponse plane turned out to be essentially flat.

LIP and 7A) or fixation point locations evoking peak activity
(area PO).

Eye position effects and the hypothesis of a coordinate
transformation

The influence of the position of the eyes in the orbit seems
to be quite a common phenomenon in the dorsal pathway
of the monkey visual system. Including our study, the effect
has been shown for areas V3A, V6, MT, MST, LIP, and
7A. It was suggested that these eye-position-dependent cells
could be involved in the generation of an internal map of the
external visual environment in which the object’s position in

FIG. 17. Distribution of the gradients of the regression planes of area space is encoded in a nonretinocentric frame of reference
MST neurons tested in the pursuit paradigm. Middle : gradients of an indi- (Andersen et al. 1990b; Bremmer and Hoffmann 1995; Gal-vidual linear regression plane are represented by a single data point. Statisti-

letti and Battaglini 1989; Gnadt et al. 1991). These ideascal analysis proved the directions of the gradients to be uniformly distrib-
uted. were buttressed by findings from several theoretical studies
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on eye position effects (Andersen et al. 1993; Goodman and experiments monkeys were head fixed, it cannot be con-
cluded whether these cells code in a head-, body-, or space-Andersen 1989, 1990; Mazzoni et al. 1991; Pouget et al.

1993). Most theoretical considerations thereby were more centered frame of reference. The finding of spatiocentric
encoding neurons, however, does not rule out the functionalor less based on the influential study by Zipser and Andersen

(1988). Briefly, Zipser and Andersen trained a three-layer significance of retinocentric neurons influenced by eye posi-
tion. Galletti et al. (1993, 1995) could find for the very sameback-propagation network to represent in the output layer

space in a nonretinocentric frame of reference. By studying area V6 many neurons with a remarkable influence of eye
position onto their discharge. This majority of neurons re-cell characteristics of the trained network, they found that

the discharge characteristics of neurons in the hidden layer vealed retinocentric and not spatiocentric RF characteristics.
It thus might be that specific projections from eye-position-very much resembled the real discharge characteristics of

neurons in parietal areas LIP and 7A. All mentioned hypoth- dependent neurons in hierarchically lower dorsal stream
areas or even functional circuits within area V6 lead to theeses share the common idea that not a single neuron but the

whole population of cells located within an area might be responses of the spatiotopic neurons. The same could hold
true for the monkey premotor area. Whereas Fogassi et al.capable of transforming the visual signals into a head- or

body-centered frame of reference. As theoretical considera- (1992) could show the existence of neurons with spatially
constant visual RFs, Boussaoud et al. (1993) revealed antions show (see, e.g., Salinas and Abbott 1994, 1995; Sanger

1994) a population coding requires, first, the activity of a influence of eye position on apparent visual neuronal re-
sponses in ventral and dorsal premotor cortex. Single neu-considerable number of neurons with a broad tuning for a

specific parameter. Second, the distribution of the tuning of rons encoding in a nonretinocentric frame of reference thus
could obtain their response characteristic by local circuitsthese neurons has to be approximately uniform. Third, the

average response has to be equal for the whole parameter within area PM or by specific projections from visual dorsal
stream areas.space. As we have shown, most neurons in areas MT and

MST are affected by the position of the eyes in the orbit. This
tuning is quite broad and it can be shown mathematically (F. We thank Drs. W. Werner and E. Bauswein for surgery on the second
Bremmer, A. Pouget, and K.-P. Hoffman, unpublished data) monkey, and H. Korbmacher for skillful technical assistance.
that the planar tuning with respect to horizontal and vertical This work was supported by ESPRIT INSIGHT II, and by stipends to

F. Bremmer from the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the Deutsche Forschungs-eye position is equivalent to a cosine tuning with respect to
gemeinschaft (KOGNET).the direction of the gradient of the regression plane. The
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directions of the gradients of the regression planes were
uniformly distributed. Thus neurons in areas MT and MST Received 17 July 1995; accepted in final form 10 May 1996.
meet at least the first two criteria necessary for generating
a population coding of eye position. We thus tested whether
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